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Exodus 

 

 

 

 

C-22 (These laws were issued before they reached the promised land).  These issues were 

already happening. So they help Moses and the other judges make the decisions. 

 

v. 1 This is the law Zaccheus promised to comply with if found guilty.  

v.2 -3 A thief caught in the act "instantaneously" could be killed without consequence to 

the killer, but if the owner has time to recognize it is a thief he must show restraint.  Killing 

a thief. 

v3-7 The restitution laws are common-sensual.  Persons at fault or in-possession of 

another's property must give restitution. 

v8 When a dispute occurred judges made the decision concerning the guilty party.  The 

guilty party paid double. (This is why Jesus said it is better to settle a matter before being 

drag to court). 

v9-15 Are much like vs.3-7, restitution must be made.  This time concerning something 

borrowed or similar. 

v16-17  Sex with a woman required marrying and a dowry.  He has to pay the dowry even 

if the father refuses to give her to him (it would be consigning the woman to singleness in 

all likelihood). 

v18 Witches or persons in the occult were to die. 

 v19-20 Bestiality, honoring other gods was a death warrant. 

v21-23 Oppression of strangers, mistreatment of widows and orphans met with God's 

hostility. God hears their cries. 

vs25-27 Special rights for the poor who borrow, or give security for a loan.  They are not to 

be charged interest, and their property was to be returned immediately.  

v28-30 Honor governing officials in so doing, you honor God. The best of offerings need 

not be delayed. 

v31 Be holy 

 

 

 

Vss 6-12 don't charge falsely, no bribes, don't oppress, rest of ground and body, the poor 

and animal provisions, all things rest, calling on other gods 
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The Law provides for justice and rest. There is repeat of the concern for the weak. It's in 

the conscious of the Hebrew to care for the non- supported: foreigners, widows, orphans. 

What's done with these groups are a true measure of any nation's Christ- likeness. 

 

All of creation that grows or produces requires rest periods. Produce is never to be gleaned 

completely. Since God is the one who gives results, results are to be left for the poor and 

less fortunate even animals. 

 

Depending on other sources of spiritual guidance no matter how innocent is forbidden. 

This would include horoscopes, tarot cards, superstition, mysticism, other forms of 

divination. 

 

Vss 14-19 

Celebrations, three festivals, every man appear, blood and yeast prohibited, first-fruits best. 

 

There were three celebrations: Unleavened-bread: representing the speed or time need to 

move when the opportunity came to leave Egypt. No fluff time. There are times when acts 

must be done swiftly, particularly those freeing people from strongholds. Lott's family is an 

example. In contrast traps also encourage speedy decisions. The difference is getting out of 

a stronghold versus doing something that is sinful, or an error. 

 

Festival of Harvest - represent a celebration at the beginning of the Harvest season. 

 

Festival of Final Harvest: This is another festival at the end of the harvest season. One 

cannot help but to see the significance of the number three. The origin (Egypt-

Unleavened), then the compliments (First, Final Fruits). The beginning and end of all 

things are represented by the celebrations. 

 

Again we also see the blood offering had to be separated from the grain or ground 

offerings. It seems the blood offering categorically had to be for more serious concerns. 

While the grain offering was for issues not as critical and even as appreciation as opposed 

to atonement. 

 

The very best was always required. Today this represents complete sincerity with any 

offering, particularly service. 

 

Vss 20-32 sending angel before you, obey, enemy to your enemy, I'll take their land and 

destroy them, don't worship their gods, destroy them, I'll bless your womb and lives, 

enemies will run reminder, I will drive them out methodically, set your boundaries, make 

no treatise 

 

God sent an angel (Foreshadow Holy Spirit). strict obedience was required. The Lord 

would destroy the inhabitants. Reminded not to worship their gods. They would be 

provided every need from their womb to extending their lives. Throughout this period God 

will continue to share how He would provide. 

 

An excellent example of how God provides based on the human laws of nature. It would 
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require a process of time and other activities. Otherwise, the Hebrews would not be 

prepared for the blessing all at once. We need to be patient about what God is doing and 

take care to prepare for blessings. 

 

C-24 

 

Vss 1-6 Moses come up mount, bring elders, worship at distance, only Moses could come 

near, Moses read instructions to people, set-up 12 pillars memorial, 

 

The preparation for the official promulgation of written law required the gathering of all 

leaders and a reading to all people. 

 

Vss 7-11 affirmation, blood sprinkling, elders climbed mountain and saw God's presence 

and communed. 

 

The people approved of the covenant and had no choice. The elders could move closer to 

The Lord and saw His presence. Notice previously they could not come up the mount. 

Only after they had influence with the people (infested) had they done the job to sanctify 

themselves with God. Thereafter they could experience His presence. 

 

The more we fulfill His purpose in us, the greater His presence with us. We can commune. 

Also notice there's no dancing. Dancing is problematical. It is too closely aligned with 

debaucheries activity. There are no recordings of dancing in the New Testament. Yes, 

psalms,  singing, but dancing is de-emphasized. We are not saying it didn't happen, but it 

was more carefully regarded such as jumping & leaping and praising God (Acts, Man at 

the Gate of Alms). 

 

Vas 12-18 come up mount, tablets, Moses and Joshua go up (further), resolve disputes, 

glory of Lord settles down, Moses even higher 

 

To receive tablets written in stone Moses ascends even higher on the mount. Tablets 

represent the resolute nature of God's demand. He's there 40 days. 

 

C-25 

 

Vss 1-9  Bring sincere offerings, listing of offerings, offerings are special gifts, build a 

tabernacle 

 

The people will be instructed to bring sincere special gift offerings. 

Interestingly the priests will adorn many of the gifts. No doubt another example of where 

some in Christian ministry get their thirst for jewels and accessories. Provisions are already 

made for persons in the Church. It's called double-portion when the leader is a good 

teacher/preacher in word and deed. 

Pursuit of jewels, diamonds and accessories are not a entitlement of the faith. 

 

Vss 10-22, ark design, gold trim, poles, never remove them, tablets inside, cover pure gold, 

cherubim gold, and face each other, I 'll meet you there. 
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The Ark be ones the treasured keepsake of the faith representing the heart/soul of the 

Hebrew. It was precious and the place keeping the very words and promises of God. This is 

an excellent example of the believer's heart 

 

It provides a focus of where God is responding from a human perspective. Remember God 

is not limited. But humans need a focus point. 

 

Vss 23-30 make a table, gold, rings and poles to carry the table, bread of presence. 

 

Both the Ark and table are not to be touched by human hands once they are within the Ark. 

Holiness is without human interference. At some point holiness will be a reality. Obviously 

hands are all over each item, poles, ark, utensils to make them. They are not untouched by 

the human condition. Therefore, they represent something forthcoming. (Jesus). 

 

Finally, the bread of presence was set there as if God Himself would eat it. Actually, the 

priests ate it. 

 

Vss 31-40 lamp stands, one piece, 7 lamps, all accessories pure gold, be precise. 

 

Note all of the articles around the ark, poles, utensils, table, lamps are light gold and 

represent 25 hour presence.  Everything had to be as instructed. Notice when Uzzah 

touched the Ark hundreds of years later he's stricken. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


